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a. Explain the meaning of a linear and time-invariant system (ﬁlter).

(2 p)

b. What is the diﬀerence between second-order lowpass, highpass, and bandpass
sections, regarding their zero locations?
(2 p)
c. What are the potential drawbacks of using frequency transformations when
designing bandpass and bandstop ﬁlters?
(2 p)
d. Why is it important to use low-sensitivity ﬁlter realizations?

(2 p)

e. Explain what the gain-bandwidth product of an OP ampliﬁer is, and why it
is desired to have a large gain-bandwidth product.
(2 p)

2

Synthesize a Cauer ﬁlter that meets the following speciﬁcation: ωc = 2π Mrad/s,
ωs = 2π × 2 Mrad/s, Amax = 0.1 dB (ρ = 15%), and Amin = 50 dB. Determine the
poles and zeros, and indicate their locations in the s-plane. The ﬁlter order should
not be higher than necessary.
(10 p)

3

Realize a highpass Chebyshev-I ﬁlter that meets the following speciﬁcation: ωc =
2π × 5 Mrad/s, ωs = 2π Mrad/s, Amax = 0.5 dB, and Amin = 40 dB. Use a π-type
ladder structure. Determine the capacitor and inductor values assuming source and
load resistors with the same value according to RS = RL = 2 kΩ.
(10 p)

4

The transfer function of a second-order section can generally be expressed as
H(s) =

as2 + bs + c
s2 + ds + e

a. Determine a, b and c (zero or nonzero constants) so that H(s) corresponds to
a bandpass ﬁlter and a bandstop (notch) ﬁlter, respectively.
(4 p)
b. Assume that a = b = 0 and c = e which makes H(s) correspond to a lowpass
ﬁlter with a DC gain of |H(j0)| = 1. When e > d2 /2, |H(jω)| has a maximum
value for ω = ωpeak , 0 < ωpeak < ∞. Determine ωpeak and |H(jωpeak )| when
e = 10 and d = 1.
(6 p)

3
5

Assume that H(S) is a ﬁrst-order prototype lowpass ﬁlter according to
H(S) =

G
S−P

where G is a gain constant and P is the pole, and assume that H(S) is frequency
transformed into bandpass and bandstop ﬁlters.
a. Determine the zeros and poles of the bandpass and bandstop ﬁlters when
(6 p)
P = −4 and ωI2 = 4π 2 .
b. Assume that we realize the prototype lowpass ﬁlter with a ﬁrst-order π-type
ladder structure, and that we transform this realization into the bandstop ﬁlter
realization. Show that the capacitor, with the value C, in the lowpass ﬁlter is
transformed into a series connection of a capacitor, with the value C, and an
(4 p)
inductor, with the value 1/(ωI2C).
6

a. For the terminated two-port below, determine the input impedance Z1 (s) expressed in terms of Z2 (s) and the two-port’s chain matrix parameters A(s),
B(s), C(s), and D(s). The input impedance is deﬁned by Z1 (s) = V1 (s)/I1 (s).
(5 p)
b. Assume that Z2 (s) = 108 /s and that A, B, C, and D are real-valued constants.
Select values of A, B, C, and D so that the input impedance corresponds to
the inductor Z1 (s) = 10−4s. (The solution is not unique, suggest one.)
(5 p)
I1
V1

I2
V2

Z2
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a. Derive the transfer function H(s) = Vout (s)/Vin (s) for the active ﬁlter below,
and show that it can be written as H(s) = H1 (s)H2 (s) where
H1 (s) =

1
,
1 + sRC

H2 (s) =

A(s)
1 + A(s)

with A(s) being the transfer characteristics of the OP ampliﬁer (that is, a
non-ideal OP ampliﬁer is assumed).
(5 p)
b. Determine the 3dB angular frequency for H1 (s), H2 (s), and H(s). Use reasonable approximations if necessary. For a lowpass ﬁlter√H(s), the 3dB angular
frequency, say ω3dB , is deﬁned by |H(jω3dB )| = G/ 2 when |H(j0)| = G.
Assume that R = 10 kΩ, C = 100 nF, and
A(s) =

A0
1 + ωs0

with A0 = 105 and ω0 = 2π × 10 rad/s.

(5 p)

R

Vin

C
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